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 ملخص: 

دراسة غطاء تابوت خشبي للطعبود أوزيخ باا ععا و والاح  تعخض ىحه الورقة البحثية نشخ و 
عُثااااخ عليااااو بلااااخاد ا الحسوانااااات الط جسااااة بلبانااااة تونااااة اللباااا و خاااا     ااااا خ بعثااااة  ا عااااة ال اااااىخة 

( تحت ر اسة الاجتوور ساا ي  باخةذ ىاحا ال طااء المشابي  ح اوا  اليلاا ناي الطماد  1391-1391)
 (ذ 1591طوح ي بالأشطونس  )رقم الوللس  ال

 ظاقش البحث تأريخ الظص اليسخاطي ي الطُجو  على غطاء الوابوتو والح  يُطث و نلمة    
   تواب الطوتىذ تيجف الجراسة إلى ت لسخ الكوابة اليسخاطيقية  ع ت جيم تخ طاة وتعلسا   21الوعويحة 

 ذ21لل ص  )الوعويحة(

وياجه باأنواع عج اجة  ا  ال اخابس  البابو  الطُوونَى ناي الاجواتو وتد يشسخ الظص إلى  طاية قخد 
تعاويااح الحطايااة   اا  أ اا  الو لااا علااى  ماااطخ الخ لااة اللسليااة وال ضاااء علااى قااوة الطوطااخد    ااجه  و 

 لسُولج     ج ج ني الأن  الشخقي وييبط ني الأن  ال خبيو وبيحا يضط  دخولو عبخ بوابات الجواتذ 

Abstract: 

The paper presents publishing and studying Wooden lid of the coffin of the 

deity Osiris-the-Baboon; which was found in the subterranean galleries of the 

sacred animals in Tuna el-Gebel necropolis during the excavation of the expedition 

of Cairo University (1931-1952) under the directorship of  S.Gabra .This wooden 

board is currently stored in the magazine of  Al-Ashmunien
(1)

 (inventory number 

1452). 

The following study, will disscuss the dating of the Hieratic text written on 

this lid . This text represents a copy of spell 72 of the Book of the Dead. This paper 

aims to interpret  the hieratic writing, and presents a transliteration, translation, and 

commentary of Spell 72. 

The text refers to the protection of the deceased baboon in the Duat, serves 

to provide him with various types of offerings and  protective spells to overcome 

the dangers of the night's journey and to capture the power of the rebels against 

him to be reborn in the eastern horizon and descends in the western horizon of the 

sky, in order to ensure his entry through the gates of the Duat.  

Keywords:Tuna El-Gebel, Wooden Coffins, Book of the Dead, Osiris the 

Baboon, Hieratic, Ptolemaic Period. 
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Introduction: 

The majority of the large wooden chests were dedicated 

for the burial of the baboons.These wooden chests were placed 

between the pottery jars, which filled the side branches of the 

gallery, and near the walls of the side passages in Gallery-D, 

dated to the Saite period (664-525 B.C.), or in special niches
(2)

. In 

the Persian period and the Thirtieth Dynasty, all baboons were 

put in wooden chests and deposited in the side niches. 

In the Ptolemaic period, some baboon cult shrines were 

built inside the galleries for the burial of the sacred baboons and 

for performing different cult practices such as daily worship, and 

weekly oracular questions such as G-C-A-28, G-C-A-31, G-C-C-

34, G-C-B-2 (3)
. 

Unfortunately, the wooden board is in a very bad state of 

preservation, where the ink has been scratched in some sections 

and the wooden surface soaked on others.The script on the pieces 

is cramped and illegible in some places. 

Generally, thise wooden lid bears spell (Chapter) 72
(4)

 of 

the Book of the Dead,which was written on papyri, sarcophagi, 

anthropoid coffins and linen mummy wrappings
(5) .The first part 

of this chapter was also written on the wooden ibis coffin from 

the necropolis
(6)

.  
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Wooden lid Al-Ashmunein magazine Inv.Nr.1452 

 
(pl.1)Photo of wooden coffin lid Inv.Nr.1452 © Author 

Description:  

Inv: Ashmunein magazine (storerooms) 1452. 

It measures 130 cm in length, 11 cm in width and 3 cm in 

thickness. Its Provenance is subterranean galleries of the sacred 

animals in the Tuna al-Gebel necropolis (Ibiotapheion
(7)

). The 

color  of wooden board is brown .This board is in a bad state of 

preservation, where the ink has soaked into the wooden surface, 

and which is scratched in places; it consists of three parts, and 
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contains places of eight wooden dowels, written in black ink on 

the inner side in ten horizontal slang hieratic lines. The last three 

lines are not visible.The text contains a version of the Spell 72 of 

the Book of the Dead ,without the title and the rubric of this spell. 

Facsimile: 

 
(pl.2)Facsimile of wooden coffin lid Inv.Nr.1452 © Author 
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Transcription: 

 

Transliteration 

1- >Dd mdw in< WsirPA Aaany  inD-Hr=Tn nbw mAat ^w m isft 
Wnnyw >m< anx r nHH Hnty r-Dt wbA=tn 

2- >wi r tA tw.i< Ax.kwi m irw=tn sxm.kwi m HkAw=tn Atp.kwi 
m Ax>=tn< nHm=tn wi m-aAdw imy tA pn n mAatyw  

3- Spss >=tn< n=i r=i  mdw=i im.f  di>=tn< n.i Awt-a  

4- m-bAH=tn Hr-nty tw=i rx=tn rx.kwi rn>=tn< rx.kwi >rn n< 
nTr pwy  aA di=tn DfAw r fnD=f  Rkm rn=f iw=f wbA 

5- =f m Axt iAbtt nt pt iw=f xp=f m Axt imntt nt pt  nn rwi=.i nn 
rwi=f  wDA=f  wDA=i  nn dr >=tn< wi 

6- Hr msqt nn sxm sbtw im.i nn Sna=tn >wi< Hr sbAw=tn nn 
xtm=tn aAw=tn Hr=i  ntt  t=i  m P  
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7- Hnqt=i m _p iw smA.n=i awy=i m Hwt-nTr rdi.n>n<=i it >i< 
Itm smn.n=f  n=i  pr Hr tA bty it im=f  nn 

8- rx tnw=sn  ir  n=i >n< Hbw=i in sA=i n Dt.i >di<=tn n=i 
[prt-xrw t Hnqt kAw Apdw snTr  mrHt xt nbt nfrt] 

9- wabt anxt nTr im=tn wn> r<Dt m xprw[nb mry=i ] xd >=i  <   
[ xnt=i r mry=i xd] WsirPA aany   

10- m %xt-[ @tp Xnm.n=i  m ]MAaty[ink pw rwty ] 

Translation
(8)

 

1  >- words  spoken by< Osiris the baboon, hail to you m lords of 

what is right , free from evil, existing in life for eternity, to 

both time limits of everlastingness. 

2-  > you grant me access to the land <, I am transfigured in your 

forms , provided  with your power, laden with your light 

power, may you save me from aggressors crocodile which is 

in this land of the gods of what is right 

3- May you give me my mouth that I may speak with it may you 

give me offerings 

4- In your presence, because I know you, I know your names I 

know the name of that great god whom you give food-

offerings to his nose. His name is Thekem, he opens  

5- the eastern horizon of the sky , and he descends in the western 

horizon of the sky. As I shall not move, he shall not move. As 

he is well .I am well. You will not remove me  
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6- from Mesqet .the rebels shall not have power over me. I will 

not turn back at your gates, you shall not seal your doors > at 

me <, because my bread Is in Pe . 

7- my beer is in Dep. I joined my arms in the temple, my father 

Atum gave me, he established for me a house on the earth of 

emmer and barely is in it.  

8- Of un imaginable quantity, made for me for my festivals by 

my son of my body. May you give [voice offerings to me; 

bread, bear, oxes , birds, incense, ointment , All good ]  

 9- pure things on which a god lives .existing for eternity, in 

[any] forms [I wish] .I sail down, [ I sail up to what I wish ]. 

Osiris the baboon sailed up 

10- in the marsh [dweller (of) the god Hotep .I joined with the 

deities of ] justice .<It is me, Ruty >.  

Commentary: 

In the commentary, the following sources used in the comparison 

are given as parallel texts 

of Spell 72, dating from Early Ptolemaic to Ptolemaic Period
(9)

. 

 The wooden coffin lid Al-Ashmunein magazine 

Inv.Nr.117B,dedicated to the mummified baboon, Tuna El-

Gebel, Early Ptolemaic
 (10)

.(Fig.1) 

 P. Manchester Hieratic 4 , Papyrus of Ḫn w-   w , Saqqara, 

Early Ptolemaic(11). (Fig.2) 

http://pleiades.stoa.org/places/796289136
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 Unpublished P. London BM EA 10253, Papyrus of PA-    - Imn- 

nst- tA    ,Thebes, Early Ptolemaic
(12)

. (Fig.3) 

 P. Berlin P. 10478 A-N , Papyrus of PA-    - aš- sḏm , Akhmim , 

Ptolemaic Period(13).(Fig.4) 

 Mummy bandage Mariemont MRM Ac. 2004/8, Ptolemaic 

Period 
(14)

.(Fig.5 ) 

(§Line 1) This very popular text was not only written on royal 

sarcophagi from the 18 
th

 dynasty, but also on non-royal coffins, 

papyri, and occasionally on tombs and mummy linen. However, 

this text is the rarely known example of these religious spells that 

are written on animal coffins (particularly sacred baboon 

coffins). 

"r n pr m hrw wbA imHt ''; Formula of Going Out in Daylight for 

opening the chamber .The title of spell BD 72 is regularly written 

at the beginning of the spell, introducing its content . Also in 

examples of parallel texts .But it is omitted from Wooden lid Al-

Ashmunein magazine Inv.Nr.1452; It is possible that the scribe 

wanted to focus on the subject more than the title, Therefore it is 

also possible that the title was omitted to conserve space. 

The first line in the wooden lid begins with the name of the deity 

Wsir pA aany , i.e. Osiris-the-baboon or the 

deceased baboon,without the introductory formula Dd mdw in, 

that usually mentioned on other coffins of the baboon similar to 

the all versions of the spell; Dd mdw in NN mAa xrw ,words 

spoken by NN true of voice.  
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 The term  nbw mAat (15) , is the usual formulation of the 

late version. the remaining traces of  nbw refer to   That 

form of writing was attested from wooden lid Inv.117B, so 

may be it is similler to the wooden lid Inv.Nr.1452, but in 

other parallel texts was written .   mAat in coffin 

lid Inv.Nr. 1452, is written in a different feature comparing 

with other parallel texts (with feather sign and the 

determinative of an egg), it is a combination between the 

eighteenth writing
(16)

 and the Ptolemaic writing
(17)

. 

 Hnty(18)
 is just written with the determinative as it is 

found in the form of 18
th

 dynasty
(19)

 , so it is different from 

The phonetic writing in the parallel texts .  

 The sentence wbA=tn>wi r tA>(20)
 was attested from the Late 

Period
(21)

 as it was( ) in the wooden lid 

Inv.Nr.117B. 

(§Line 2)There is a difference in paleography and orthography 

between the wooden lid Inv.Nr.117B and the wooden lid Inv.Nr. 

1452. 

 writing for the word  ( ) with the phontic sign ir 

( ) and the addition of three stokes after the mummy 

determinative; it is also found in papyrus of Turin ( ), 

Ptolemaic Period(22). The phonetic writing of  irw ( ) in 
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wooden lid Inv.117B, 3, P. Manchester Hieratic4,6
(23)

 and P. 

London BM EA 10253,4-5
(24) indicates a date of Early 

Ptolemaic period. 

 The scribe obviously did not understand his primary hieratic 

copy and wrote a sign sxm ( ), which was attested from the 

Late period and belonging to the fourth and fifth version 

according to th division of Vittmann
(25)

 instead of the sign 

apr(26) ( ),which was found in the the New Kingdom and it 

occurs also in the hieroglyphic versions
(27)

 of the spell 72 of 

Book of the Dead that written on the coffins of Wsir pA aany. 

The parallel texts uses the verb sxm "to be powerful''
(28)

 

 It should be noted that the sentence (

)Atp(29).kwi m Ax(30)
>=tn>  which was written here and also in 

the hieroglyphic versions
(31)

 of the spell 72 that was 

documented on the Baboon coffins, was exchanged for 

another sentence in some versions of the spell such as the 

hieratic version written on wooden lid Inv. Nr.117B, 4, and 

the other exampels of parallel texts, where the scribe used  

( ) ipt(32).kwi m ipt=tn. The use of Atp, according 

to Vittmann's suggestion
(33)

, is to explain the mysterious irp 

that found on the royal sarcophagus, which may be so 

primitive that it is difficult to read ip=s m Axw=s rather than 

ip as with Atp, therefore the scribe may have confused t with r 

in hieratic writing. 

 The phrase  nHm(34) 
=tn wi m-aAdw imy tA pn n mAatyw(35) is confirmed in the same 
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writing in our text and other parallel texts. The word mAatyw

 is completely different from its writing ( ) in the 

hieroglyphic versions of the spell on the coffins of Wsir PA 
aany 

(§Line 3) In our lid ,it can be observed a unique using of 

transitive verb , ( )Spss(36)
, together with the origin 

verb rdi that was attested in all documents. 

 The phrase di=tn n=i Awt-a m-bAH=tn is mentioned in the 

same way whether in the hieroglyphic and the hieratic copies 

of the baboon coffins,but it was preceded by the copula iw.  

(  ) in P. London BM EA 10253,7.  

(§Line 4) One can notice that the scribe of the wooden lid 

Inv.Nr.1452 omitted the suffix pronoun, second person =tn in 

several places in the whole text generally, and in this line 

particularly after rn>=tn<,he also forgot the word >rn n< before 
nTr pwy aA ; Perhaps because it is implicitly understood in the text. 

It is attested in other parallel texts 

 the name &km (rkm) is the usual reading of the word and its 

common determinative of the seated god, it is written with 

this orthography but with the determinative  in our wooden 

lid;  typical to its writing in Wooden lid Inv.Nr. 117B, 

7-8, P. Berlin P. 10478 A-N, 7-8 and M. Mariemont MRM 

Ac.2004/8,4. It is written with the phonetic complement r 

instead of t. The words; andkmy, *km, Rkm are variant 
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phonetic spelling occurring frequently of the texts of this 

spell
(37)

. Tkm is the older name form Rkm is indicated here 

from the hieratic handwriting must be read Rkm,that is also 

very clear writing with the phonetic sign r.On the other hand, 

the name form Tkm owes its existence to an ancient 

misunderstanding. It has shown that this tkm is caused by the 

contamination of a divine designation &ki(38)
. In the Book of 

the Dead
(39)

, Tkm appears only in spells72 and 99c. Tkm as a 

designation for the solar god can also be found in many 

sources
(40)

. 

(§Line 5) the verb wbA  is written in the wooden lid with this 

writing and the additional sign of bA as follows:  

and that is similar to its form in P.Turin,4; and P.Berlin 

P.10478 A-N ,8-9 ; . 

 The word Axt is written in a full form  in both wooden 

lids 1452 and117B,8 as well.  

 The word pt is written in the wooden lid Inv.1452 and the 

hieratic version Inv.Nr,117B,8 with this form ; ,  . 

 The New Kingdom versions used the phrase xpi=i  m Axt 
imntt nt pt which can be used as a synonym for xni that is 

used for example in P.Nebseni,7
(41)

 and similar to some 

hieroglyphic copies written on the coffins of Wsir PA aany. 

It is can be noticed that the scribe of the coffin lid 

Inv.Nr.1452 used the verb xpi that is similar to other selected 

parallel texts. 
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In the texts of the eighteenth dynasty, as it was in CT v 

198a, it is said in the classical language " rwi=i rwi=i " as it shall 

go or move , I shall move". It is usual from Late period to use 

rwi=i rwi=f as it is mentioned in the wooden lid Inv.Nr.117B 

with additional tz-pXr . this expression tz-pXr was favorite in Late 

Period (never in New Kingdom).one can observe that it is used 

here only in the lid Inv.Nr.117B comparing with other selected 

parallel texts.but the scribe of P. Berlin P. 10478 A-N ,9 changed 

the suffix pronoun =i into =k ,so the phrase became rwi=k rwi=f; 
(as you shall move,he shall move). 

Negation phrase nn rwi=f nn rwi=i (that occurred mostly in 

version IV, according to Vittmann's division) as it is in the lid 

Inv.Nr.1452, that identical to the hieroglyphic copies written on 

the coffins of Osiris the Baboon.  

 The phrase  wDA=f wDA=i is typical to the 

hieroglyphic version of BD72 of Wsir PA aany coffins .But the 

scribe of the wooden lid Inv. Nr.117B used different suffix 

pronouns as follows:  wDA=i  wDA=f  tz-pXr. In P. Berlin P. 

10478 A-N , 10; The suffix pronoun =k is inserted after wDA; 
wDA=k  wDA=f tz-pXr(As you are well,he is well,vice versa). 
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(§Line 6) 

 

The scribe of both texts Inv.Nr.1452 and117B omitted the 

usual suffix pronoun =tn of the phrase nn dr >=tn< wi Hr 
msqt(42)

. 

Most common is nn dj= tn wi r Msqt . the variant is known in the 

hieroglyphic version of spell 72 on the coffins of the deity Wsir 

PA aany as dr=tn wi  Hr Msqt(43)
 , which seems to reverse the 

meaning to the contrary; probably the scribe has forgotten the 

negation particle. a negative concept of Msqt occurs here, as 

shown in the table above. 

 The phrase  nn sxm sbiw im<=i > 

(sometimes singularly sbi is written) appears in all versions 

without change,as it is shown in this table: 
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 there are variant writing to the word sbiw(rebels) with the 

enemy
(44)

 determivative
(45)

 that is written in our lid, is similler 

to P. Berlin P.10478 A-N, 10-11. 

  is written with this cursive determinative or hieratic sign;  

in the hieroglyphic versions
(46)

 and hieratic text Inv.Nr.117B           

( ) of the coffin of Osiris the Baboon.  

It can be observed that this two signs  which perhaps 

represents [consists of the sign O30; supporting pole
(47)

, 

besides the sign A13; man with arms tied behind his back
(48)

] 

that can be dated to Late Period. they are written in the same 

hand writing of the hieratic version on the wooden lid 117B,10, 

but in the reverse of them as  which probably represents  

that can be dated to Ptolemaic Period
(49)

. 

 The sentence  nn Sna.i Hr 

sb3w=tn, was known also from the anthropoid wooden 

sarcophagus, 7; written in cursive Hieroglyphs kept in the 

National Archaeological Museum in Madrid
(50)

. 

 The compound preposition Hr-ntt of the New Kingdom 

version is partly omitted in Late and Ptolemaic period, 

sometimes only ntt (without Hr) is written as it occurred in our 

wooden lid  ( ) and also in the hieroglyphic version of spell 

72 on the  baboon coffins, but it is already mentioned ( ) in 
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the wooden lid  Inv.Nr.117B;11-12.It is completely damaged 

in P. Berlin P. 10478 A-N, 12 and Mummy bandage 

Mariemont MRM Ac. 2004/8,7. 

(§Line 7)The phrase iw smA.n=i 

awy<=i> m Hwt-nTr which means " I joined my arms in the 

temple" ,is used in the hieroglyphic version of spell 72 on the 

coffins of the deity Wsir PA aany , however, smA instead of HAyt as 

it is used in our coffin lid and other parallel texts. In the Late 

period, the old form ( ) HAyt is found only on the 

sarcophagus Cairo.29312
(51)

, which is based on the originals of 

the royal Sarcophagus of the 18
th

 Dynasty. Otherwise, there are 

two main variants, which go back to those of the New Kingdom : 

the first is ir (or in) then( ) HAq(52)
 awi m Hwt-nTr. The second 

variant is  iw smA.n=i awy=i m Hwt-nTr i.e.The verb smA used after 

iw typical to the lid Inv.117B of Wsir PA aany and similar to M. 

Mariemont MRM Ac. 2004/8,7. 

 

The table above indicates the same writing to the sentence; 

 smn=f  n=i pr Hr tA bty it im=f . 
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(§Line 8) Tnw(53). sn of the lid Inv.Nr.117B is 

similar to the hand writing of P. Berlin P. 10478 A-N,14; so one 

could suggest the same form to unclear signs in the word  tnw of 

the wooden lid Inv. Nr.1452. 

 the determinative of the word Hbw  is effaced , maybe it 

stands for  as it was( ) in the hieroglyphic version of 

spell 72 on the wooden coffin lid Inv.Nr.1405
(54)

. 

 one can restore the second half of the eighth line from the 

another wooden lid Inv.Nr.117B as follows; 

   

Probably the sentence of Lid Inv.117B could be read as di=tn 
<n=i> prt-xrw t Hnqt kAw Apdw snTr mrHt . the word mrHt  is 

changed into b3q in the hieroglyphic versions of spell 72 on the 

coffins of  Wsir pA aany. 

 The texts of the New Kingdom have stable elements of 

offerings: t Hnqt kAw Apdw snTr . Sometimes there is Apd or 

mnxt.(55)
  

 (§Line 9) The sentence;   
wabt anxt nTr im=tn  is attested in all sources.The suffix pronoun 

after im is variable ; it was =tn returns back to the offerings; in 

the text of this study . The suffix pronoun=sn is found in P. 

Berlin P. 10478 A-N ,15-16. 
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 The last part of the line is badly damaged and difficult to read. 

It probably corresponds to its parallel in Wooden lid 

Inv.Nr.117B,16-17and P. Berlin P. 10478 A-N ,16-17; 

 

wn> r<Dt m xprw [nb mry=i ] xd >=i  < [ xnt=i r mry=i xd] 

WsirPA aany, means;"existing for eternity, in [any] forms [I wish]. 

I sail down, [ I sail up to what I wish ]. Osiris the baboon sailed 

up" 

(§Line 10) The royal sarcophagi of the 18
th

 Dynasty have NN pw 
Rwti. The New Kingdom-Papyri write ink Rwti or pw Rwti. In the 

late period, the texts of the spell 72 BD is written as; m ink Rwti, 
rarely ink pw Rwti (56), as it is written in coffins of Wsir PA aany 

(hieroglyphic and hieratic versions),and M. Mariemont MRM 

Ac. 2004/8,8 as well. 

Palaeographical Remarks: 

Although the woodin lid does not contain clear dating 

criteria, it may date to a Ptolemaic Period.A comparison with 

Möller's
(57)

 and Verhoeven's
(58)

 palaeographies and the parallel 

texts mentioned support this suggestion; The handwriting of the 

wooden coffin lid Inv.Nr.1452 allows to select the distinctive 

signs of the hand of a professional scribe,who belong to Hieratic 

writing features of Tuna El-Gebel school, which are shown in the 

following table. They are numbered according to Gardiner's Sign 

list
(59)

 and the palaeographical works of Möller and Verhoeven. 

The following signs show close similarity to P.P.Isis-Nephthys, 

P.Berlin 13242(Ritual) , BD P.Wein 3862 and BD P.BM 10037. 
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Conclusion: 

The wooden coffin lid  that has been discussed in this article 

doesn't include any information that can be used to suggest a date. The 

details discussed above suggest a Ptolemaic period date: the elements 

in the texts supports this, such as, for instance, the construction of the 

name wsir pA aany ; is written with the sun 

disc and Horus up on the standard;   

which appears in versions dating to Ptolemaic Period . The 

palaeography of the text resembles that of the Ptolemaic period .  

The hieratic wrtiting on the wooden lid of the coffin of Wsir PA 
aany is free from the name of the reigning pharaoh in the dating,and 

also free from the names ,titles or profession of the persons who 

brought the sacred baboons from their village or town to bury them in 

the galleries. 

The hieratic version of book of the Dead spell 72 has slight 

differs from the hieroglyphic version, but the vocabularies and the 

grammar are essentially late Egyptian.  

One can conclude according to the hand writing and structure 

of the text that the scribe who wrote spell 72 of the book of the Dead 

on the wooden lid Inv. Nr. 1452 is more professional than the scribe 

of the wooden lid Inv. Nr.117B;because he has a good knowledge in 

writing the variations of the signs. 

The mention of religious spells which written on the coffins of  

Wsir PA aany in Tuna El-Gebel Necropolis among the sacred animal's 

coffins occurs only on the baboon‟  coffin  in Tuna el-Gebel, except 

one lid of a sacred Ibis with a Hieroglyphic Inscription of the first part 

of spell 72 of book of the dead published by D. Mark, Thus one can 

considered it as a unique case concerning to what discovered till now 

and what has reached by the author so far. 
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Figures 

 
(Fig.1)Wooden coffin lid Al-Ashmunein magazine 

Inv.Nr.117B   

 

Zaghloul, Z.,Writings on the Wooden Coffins of Osiris-PA-aaN 

(Wsir P3-aan) inTuna El-Gebel Necropolis, unpublished PhD, Cairo 

University, 2019, pl.24 
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(fig.2) P. Manchester Hieratic 4 

http://totenbuch.awk.nrw.de/objekt/tm56958# , accessed on 22.02.2024 

 

 

(fig.3) Unpublished P. London BM EA 10253 

The photo is published by the Book of the Dead archive in Bonn. 

http://totenbuch.awk.nrw.de/objekt/tm57241#  , accessed on 22.02.2024 

 

http://totenbuch.awk.nrw.de/objekt/tm56958# , accessed
http://totenbuch.awk.nrw.de/objekt/tm57241
http://totenbuch.awk.nrw.de/objekt/tm57241
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(fig.4)P. Berlin P. 10478 A-N 

http://totenbuch.awk.nrw.de/objekt/tm57117# , accessed on 22.02.2024 

 

 
(fig.4) Mummy bandage Mariemont MRM Ac. 2004/8 
http://totenbuch.awk.nrw.de/objekt/tm135587# , accessed on 25.02.2024 

http://totenbuch.awk.nrw.de/objekt/tm57117
http://totenbuch.awk.nrw.de/objekt/tm56958#, accessed
http://totenbuch.awk.nrw.de/objekt/tm135587
http://totenbuch.awk.nrw.de/objekt/tm135587
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